1 The other steps are described by forward and backward reaction rate. Rate constants are calculated using the following equation.
Where k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, h is the Plank constant. Here q I and q F are the vibrational partition functions for the initial and final state structures and ∆G ‡ is the Gibbs free energy barrier for the initial and final state of the elementary reaction. The vibrational partition functions were calculated using the following equation:
where υ i are the vibrational frequencies.
The backward reactions are not considered for all the exothermic forward reactions assuming the exothermic reactions are irreversible. The site balance of intermediate species included in the reaction is written in terms of coverage.
Ө NO + Ө NOH + Ө HNO + Ө HNOH + Ө HNNO + Ө H2NO + Ө H2NOH + Ө ONNOH + Ө ONNHO + Ө NH + Ө NH2 + Ө N2O + Ө OH + Ө N + Ө O + Ө H + Ө N2 + Ө NH3 + Ө * = 1
The coverage of NO and H 2 are obtained by the following equations.
The coverage of the other species is obtained by considering the steady-state approximation, where the rate of formation and rate of consumption of each species are assumed to be equal: NH 2 * + * Now, applying the steady state for the intermediates, we can get
Solving the above equations, we can get
As both the *N 2 and *NH formation is exergonic in nature, hence, the coverage of Ө N is very low compared to Ө H. Therefore, we can neglect Ө N while compared to Ө H. Thus, 
